Molecular factor analysis applied to collections of NMR spectra.
It is often useful to identify and quantify mixture components by analyzing collections of NMR spectra. Such collections arise in metabonomics and many other applications. Many mixtures studied by NMR can contain hundreds of compounds, and it is challenging to analyze the resulting complex spectra. We have approached the problem of separating signals from different molecules in complex mixtures by using self-modeling curve resolution as implemented by the alternating least-squares algorithm. Alternating least squares uses nonnegativity criteria to generate spectra and concentrations from a collection of mixture spectra. Compared to previous applications of alternating least squares, NMR spectra of complex mixtures possess unique features, such as large numbers of components and sample-to-sample variability in peak positions. To deal with these features, we developed a set of data preprocessing methods, and we made modifications to the alternating least-squares algorithm. We use the term "molecular factor analysis" to refer to the preprocessing and modified alternating least-squares methods. Molecular factor analysis was tested using an artificial data set and spectra from a metabonomics study. The results show that the tools can extract valuable information on sample composition from sets of NMR spectra.